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O brother where art thou sirens

The ingredient list isn't exactly clear, but what's apparent is that Kraft isn't the most traditional cheese single you can find. Kraft's American cheese is usually a mixture of other cheeses that have melted together, reports Boznj Insider. In an interview with Business Insider, USDA research chemist Michael Tennick explains that J.L. Kraft
created Kraft's American cheese because he was trying to get rid of some older cheeses. Kraft's solution, due to crispy extras, was to melt down all the indescesible pieces of her cheese, and then mix them together with a few other ingredients. The result was a single slice of American cheese. Though Kraft was the first to process cheese
this way, other manufacturers began to follow suit, which is why you'll see products on shelves like Velveeta and Kraft singles that taste cheese but labels like pasteurized processed cheese food. Although it doesn't seem very appetite- it's perfectly legal to make cheese this way, as long as your label calls that it's processed cheese, not
real cheese. Hopefully knowing where it really comes from kraft singles doesn't spoil for you, but despite the less-than-appetited roots, it's still one of the easiest cheeses to tap or up on your sandwich when you're craving an epic cheese drag. Yuan Ming Supermarket Ad Yuan Ming Supermarket Advertiser Up Thu. Jan. 14 Fiesta Farms
Weekly Flyer Fiesta Farms Weekly Flyer until Thu. Jan. 21 Terra Foodmart Flyer Terra Foodmart Flyer until Thu. January 14 Sweet Potato Flyer Sweet Potato Declaration Until Thu. Jan. 14 Foody Mart Flyer Foody Mart Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 Fresh Value Flyer Fresh Value Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 Galleria Supermarket Flyer Galleria
Supermarket Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 Grant's Foodmart Flyer Grant's Foodmart Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 Jian Hing Weekly Specials Jian Hing Weekly Specials until Thu. Jan. 14 Superking Supermarket Flyer Superking Supermarket Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 Sunny Flyer Sunny Flyer until Thu. Jan. 14 H Mart Flyer H Mart Flyer until Thu.
January 14 weekly ad brings all your favorite Local Canada ads and deals to an app. We cover Mississauga, Ottawa, Mongton, Toronto, Winnipeg, Quebec City, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Halifax, St. John's and other Canadian cities. Hof is part of Verizon Media. We and our partners will store and/or access information on your
device through the use of cookies and similar technologies to display personalized advertising and content, to measure advertising and content, audience insight and product development. Your personal data, which may be used from information about your device and internet connection, including browsing your IP address and search
activity while using Verizon Media's websites and apps, will find out more about how we use your information in our Privacy and Cookie Policy To enable Verizon Media and our partners to process your personal data choose 'I agree', or choose 'Manage Settings' to learn more and to manage your choices. You can change your choices at
any time by visiting your privacy control. While we are the first people to agree that cheese is life, we also argue that not all cheeses are created equal. If you make glowing orange, individually wrapped Kraft singles or other processed cheeses like suspected smooth gold liquid Velveeta, then we have some slightly uncomfortable news for
you. In an interview with USDA research chemist Michael Tunick, Tech Byes asked to nail down exactly what's inside those not-so-natural cheeses. And unfortunately, tenik responses are not so appetizing. For starters, the companies behind these highly processed creations grind older cheeses and add to newer cheeses to stretch their
supply. From there, they add emulsifier (think of this as edible glue) to keep things together and melt the final product really easily. We have to admit there's nothing like cheese to pull on a single Craft grilled cheese, so what's this got to do with cheese? If you see the spread label of pasteurized processed cheese or pasteurized processed
cheese product, then you know it's not really real. Watch the full video to hear directly from the expert: This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find out more, on your website. Follow Delish on Instagram. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and is entered on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find out more about this and similar content piano.io what you SUN administrators face today with the need for more storage capacity and speed. They require high performance and redundant Sun networks that can both meet their current
demands and scale for future growth. To accommodate these new requirements, SAN administrators often require immigration or upgrades from their existing storage networks. Cisco® MDS 9000 Sun Switch family is recognized throughout the data center industry for its reliability, flexibility, performance, and investment protection. The
Cisco MDS 90 family portfolio includes cisco MDS 9700 multilayered directors series, multilayered Cisco MDS 9200 multi-service series switches, and fixed-form cisco MDS 9300 and 9100 multilayer fabrics. These switches provide flexibility, visibility, redundancy, high availability, and high performance at core and edge levels, with room
for future growth. 32G fiber channel family switches and modules also provide full visibility throughout The Sun, using Sun Analytics technology. Sun Analytics is an agnostic vendor feature that can provide in-depth For each stream, at any speed, for each vendor to the customer. To take advantage of some of these futuristic technology
features, customers often have to go through the cycle of migrating the storage-switching network from a vendor to Cisco MDS. SAN migration can be relatively easy and painless if done through planning, design, and implementation. This document helps you evaluate the right options for converting SAN from third-party solutions to Cisco
MDS 9000 series based on Sun Family Switching. The scope of this document provides an overview of san technology conditions, various features, functionality requirements, and licensing, along with other verification checks to consider when migrating to cisco MDS 9000 family switch. The document also discusses some key design
parameters and best practices to help guide the migration process. The concepts of immigration when migrating to Cisco MDS 9000 SAN-based families, there are mainly two methods of migration: rip and alternative, and interoperate. The selection of the immigration method is determined by several criteria including risk reduction
requirements, migration timetables, connection requirements, overall fabric capacity during the migration process, and whether you want a single seller action or vendor mix. ● Rip and replace: As the name suggests, with this approach you simply replace the extensive fabric of third-party switches with Cisco MDS preconfigured 9000
family switches. In almost all SAN installations, there are always dual fabrics. Doing one fabric upgrade at a time means that, given the availability of the second fabric, this would be undisposing. ● Interoperate: Cisco MDS 9000 Family switches are connected to third-party switches using interoperate mode in fabric. Both vendor products
work together for a short period of time during the maintenance window before third-party switches are removed in the phase. Migrating the immigration process or upgrading san from a vendor to cisco MDS 9000 family product line can be relatively easy if appropriate instructions are followed. We have a description of some of these
technical terms at the end of the article, included in the appendix. For ease of migration, the migration process is divided into stages, limiting the required change window, focusing tasks, and helping to reduce risk and ease of deployment. These are the main steps: ● Preparation: analyzing current storage infrastructure, business
requirements, and risks. Identify critical servers, storage subsites, and applications. Preparing a rollback method is required in the case of rollback. Prepare or update sun and storage charts to meet the new requirements. Prepare all device settings (convert area, configure VSAN, etc.) in front and change them ready during the window.
Most configuration can be completed depending on the migration method used Of the time. ● Planning and design: Identify immigration options and create an immigration strategy. Identify any new additions and future requirements for san fabric at this stage. This step requires SAN managers to consider redundancy, flexibility, and future
growth requirements to maintain this environment for longer. ● Run: Perform real migration by removable cables, connect SFPs, and configure switches and chassis and put new Cisco MDS 9000 switches in production. ● Operation and optimization: Once migration is complete, you can implement continuous monitoring and optimization
to identify and reduce risk, and queer the infrastructure to accommodate new projects and applications according to need. White papers have published details of some of the best practices to work and optimize the Cisco MDS 9000 series based on SAN; They are not on Cisco's website . Monitoring and alerting in Cisco MDS white paper
fabric, Cisco MDS 9000 family diagnosis, error recovery, troubleshooting, and service capability features design, planning, and preparation steps are vital to successful and painless migration. The better the design, in-depth planning and preparation, the easier it will be to implement the ultimate migration. San migration process
preparation starts with preparation. This step will help you define, scale and meet your immigration goals. ● Your network inventory: Prepare a list of hosts, targets, and switches and hardware, software, and versions of your operating system. ● Confirm compatibility: Check your inventory with matrix software and hardware compatibility
and switch - matrix between functionality. Here's the interconnexibility matrix that Cisco maintains with some vendors: Cisco Data Center Matrix Reciprocal Support. In the interoperability-matrix document, you will also find our vendors supported and tested in our cross capabilities lab. This document contains links to other storage vendors,
servers, and HBA that you can reach for details about your solutions. ● Upgrade parts: You may need to upgrade some parts to meet the requirements of the support matrix. Upgrading will reduce the possibility that incompatible hardware or conflicts with existing software will delay the migration process. After that you may need to
upgrade the hardware and software in the list you prepared in the previous stages. ● Sun assessment: Collect current metrics before migration begins and plan to collect future metrics for proper evaluation. This step will help you avoid further bottlenecks in the migration process or in the immediate future. Statistics such as bandwidth
requirements In existing and new needs) and projected growth for bandwidth, targets, hosts, etc., it can help you measure the right set of requirements. ● Credit applications: To regulate service level agreements (SLAs), app validation is essential. You need to consider the current and expected unseen in the future associated with growth.
In addition, multipath connectivity is required for non-predisposing migration. If the multipath connection breaks, it may be disrupting for applications. Cisco Data Center Network Manager (DCNM) for SAN can be used to perform a dual path host redundancy check. As a best practice, it is also considered desirable to do some pretesting to
validate the hardware or upgrade the software to test the application-level connection between the fabric along with the target initiator pair. If needed, this test should also be performed on important features and functions for each site-to-site iteration, data mobility, etc. However, the comprehensive feature and performance testing is not
always practical as it may require dedicated test ports in production fabric and storage sub-systems, but such tasks, when they can be performed, increase confidence in immigration for the operations team. The following information about the SAN network available for each fabric will also help you define the appropriate migration plan: ●
Total number of host ports and servers ● Total number of storage ports (disks and tapes) ● Total bandwidth required from the host edge ● Total bandwidth required from the storage edge ● Current subscription oversubscribe ratio from host to storage ● Expected over-subscription ratio from host to storage ● Third-party fabric license list in
the use of design and design of planning and design phases includes both physical and architectural elements. Physical planning of physical planning includes space identification, cooling, airf stream direction, power, power distribution unit (PDU), cabling, and rack cable requirements. Different chassis from different vendors have the sets



they need. More details about the specific Cisco MDS 9000 family chassis can be found on individual data sheets. Some of the important hardware components that need to be addressed are discussed here. Chassis power, cooling, and airflow for new SAN switches, confirm that you have the correct amount of AC and DC power for
proper operation, correct electrical wire connections, and PDUs along with uninterrupted power sources (UPSs) with the right capacity. Cisco's site preparation checklist includes more information on power requirements in the technical specifications sections of the relevant hardware installation guide. Cisco MDS 9700 series multilayer
managers support AC and DC power supplies in the same chassis. They also provide grid level redundancy. Power Planning Chassis requires information about the total number of power supplies in the chassis, the type of power supply (AC/DC), etc. to achieve grid redundancy. Chassis cooling features and proper distance required for
airf streaming are important for efficient chassis operation. For the Cisco MDS 9000 family switch, the hardware installation guide offers details about the height, width, and depth of the chassis. Cisco MDS 9700 directors direction front-to-back airflight, while each Cisco MDS 9000 series 32G multi-layer fabric switches the family can
exhaust in either directions (get the port side or the airflight side port). The customer can choose the type of airflow required during the purchase process. For more information about the direction of airflow, please see Table 1, below. Table 1.           Air Flow Direction for Cisco MDS 9000 Cisco Family Switches Name For Airf stream
Support Cisco MDS 9700 Multilayer Port Managers Side Receiving Cisco MDS 9396T MultilayerEdic Director Cisco MDS 9148T Multilayer Manager Two Layer Cisco MDS 91 3 2T Multi-Service Modular Double Side Switch Cisco MDS 9148S 16G Multi-Layer Fabric Switch Port Side Exhaust Cisco MDS 9396S 16G Multi-Layer Fabric
Double Side Switch Cisco MDS 9250i Multi Service Fabric Switch Side Port Get For More Information, please refer to the hardware installation guide. Architectural planning architecture includes all details related to the design, including network topology, cable chart, cabling technique, cable management, plug-in fittings and power
positions, cabling mechanisms for various chassis, PDU placement, air conditioning, air circulation requirements, and any future requirements. Architectural planning requires more information and analysis than physical planning, including information about: ● Fiber channel cable connections to the chassis (how are stacked across the
chassis and blade: vertical or horizontal?) ● Power cable connections to the chassis (some chassis have front end and some connections have back end.) ● Connectors and types of PDU (high-voltage AC/DC, power connector types, ● Space for new hardware (form factors and rack unit size and depth) ● Cable-length specifications ● Air
space required around the chassis for proper airflow ● Airflow direction of the new switches ● Placement of PDUs and power-cable connections for the chassis ● Console connections to the chassis ● Front-door placement and space required at the front of the chassis ● Space required for maintenance (for example, to pull out the line
card or replace the fan tray in cisco MDS 9700 chassis manager) Action programming software for migration, switch action capability is important to consider. Switch Different vendors should be able to communicate with each other, and software interference capabilities play a major role in helping to ensure that they can. Cisco has a
variety of guides to address interference concerns when the mode of interference is taken into being considered. Intersatiability requires storage, operating system hosts, and confirms driver compatibility for intersatisibility between multiple SUN vendors. The software running on the SAN switch must also be compatible. Reciprocal
capabilities guide, such as cisco data center support matrix support and Cisco MDS 9000 NX - operating system software release notes, can help address any conflicting capability questions. Although Cisco recommends tested and verified code levels for surgical capability, main storage manufacturer Partners (OSM) may have varying
levels of release of support codes and matrices. In such cases, please refer to the OSM partner support matrix for the code level. Multivendor switch interoperability interoperability interoperability modes are part of fiber channel standards. INCITS introduced the FC-SW-2 standard, which defines switch-to-switch connectivity and operation
requirements, including features such as addressing and fabric configuration, the First Fabric Shortest Route Protocol (FSPF), area integration, and distributed service parameters. Most vendors have supported (or supported) standard-based reciprocal capabilities. However, some vendors support proprietary operating modes to place
their product features and functions that differ from fibre channel standards. This support leads to an environment in which switches from one vendor may not interact properly with another vendor switches, makes it impossible to interact. Cisco supports interfering with other vendors to provide customers with more options and flexibility in
creating SAN solutions. Cisco offers a comprehensive set of connectivity modes to allow it to be used with third-party switches. Cisco provides four modes of connectivity to support the ability to interfere with different switch vendors: Mode 1 (fibrous channel-based standards), Mode 2 (Brocade native part ID [PID] = 0), Mode 3 (Brocade
native PID = 1), and Mode 4 (McDATA native). The brocade has two modes to support connectivity: native mode for its specific switches, and standard mode (or open cloth mode) to support MacData switches. Table 2 summarizes Cisco's interfering modes and compatibility with third-party switches. Table 2.           Cisco's compatibility
modes and compatibility with cisco third-party switches Brocade compatibility mode Brocade native brocade mode standard (capability) Mac Data mode native Mac Data mode open fabrik native mode is not supported 1 Support Support Mode 2 Support (PID 0) Not supported Not supported Mode 3 Support (PID 1) Not supported Not
supported Mode 4 support supports Cisco MDS 9000 connectability mode San Switch family can be enabled based on any VSAN without having to restart the switch. When you enable vendor native action mode on the Cisco switch, no additional configuration is required on Brocade or McData switches running in your native modes. ●
Default Native Mode or Cisco MDS: This is the default mode or behavior for VSAN, which is communicating with Cisco MDS 9000 families based on the Sun switch. Cisco MDS's native mode is perfectly compatible with fiber channel standards. Advanced features such as jog, port channels, and VSANs are not supported on third-party
switches or Cisco MDS 9000 family ports connected to third-party switches. ● Interfering mode 1: This is the standard FC-MI connectivity mode. This mode interferes with Brocade switches configured with Brocade's interference mode. This is vsan's special mode. Brocade reduces features such as port zoning, jog, QuickLoop, Fabric
Assist, Secure Fabric OS, and virtual flow control in this mode. ● Interfering mode 2: This mode, also known as the connectivity mode for existing brocad switches, allows transparent integration with brocade switches that are running in native mode with the original PID = 0 value. ● Reciprocal capabilities mode 3: This mode was
introduced for brocad switches containing more than 16 ports. With this syable mode, Cisco switches will collaborate with brookside switches in their native mode and operating with the original PID=1 value. ● Intersex Mode 4: This mode, also known as Intersex Mode 4 for existing switches, provides inter-collaboration between Cisco
MDS 9000 Family switches and Mac Data switches operating in native mode. This mode only supports domain IDs 1 to 31. Adding Cisco MDS 9000 family switches to existing third-party fabrics does not require disconnection. This Cisco MDS 9000 family switch mode affects the interconnection capabilities only vsan configured; All other
VSANs are unaffected. The 9000 Cisco MDS Family Trunking-E Switch (TE) port can simultaneously carry VSANs that are running any or all functionality modes as well as the Cisco MDS 9000 Family Native Mode Switch. No configuration changes are required in the Brocade switch if they are already set to native functionality mode.
Table 3 summarizes the modes of connectivity. For more detailed information, please refer to the Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch to switch the inter-usability configuration guide. Table 3.           Cisco Interfering Mode and Feature Limitations with Cisco Third-Party Switches Brocade Docs Or McData Mode Domain ID and Port Support
Mode 1 Brocade interoperability mode 1 and McData Open Fabric Mode 97–127 No Mode 2 Brocade native Brocade PID = 0 1–239 Yes Mode 3 Brocade native Brocade PID = 1 1–239 Yes Mode 4 McData native McData native 1–31 Yes In most cases, The inter-interference capability between Cisco and third-party fiber channel
switches should be considered a temporary solution for the duration of migration to address ongoing concerns about code-level compatibility, feature compatibility and limitations, etc. Licensing before migrating from third-party SANs to Cisco SANs, it is important to obtain the correct license designated for the Cisco MDS 9000 Family
Switch. Most of cisco MDS 90 family software features are included in the base switch license, which is pre-installed on the switch. However, some features are reasonably grouped in add-on packages that need to be licensed separately. Examples include the Cisco MDS 90 Enterprise package, the original Cisco MDS 90 package, and
the Cisco Data Center Network Manager (DCNM) for san Advanced Edition. For more information, please refer to the following guidelines: MDS DCNM Licensing Guide Migration Tool: San Migration Tool Area from Brocade to Cisco MDS 9000 San Family, Cisco has provided a small, Windows-based program to easily migrate zoning
configuration. This tool is called cisco region immigrant zone-migration and can be downloaded from GitHub or Cisco.com download page. GitHub Link: Cisco Software Download Link: Using Cisco Immigrant Area Cisco MDS Migration Area is a small windows application tool that helps to convert non-Cisco configuration file to Cisco NX-
compatible os zoning configuration. The zip file contains a small Windows tool along with readme.txt with additional instructions and information. Here is the step-by-step process to convert brocade zoning configuration to Cisco MDS NX - an operating system compatible with zoning configuration. Step 1: Run the CLI command cfgshow in
the original (core) Brocade switch. Sample cfgshow file: Step 2: Save the cfgshow output as a pure text file. Step 3: Load the immigrant area tool that you download from GitHub or cisco download page. Step 4: Point the Settler Tool area to the text file you saved in step 2 (with brocade cfgshow output). Step 5: Within seconds, it will
produce a Cisco NX - the equivalent operating system of the zoning configuration file. Sample NX-OS equivalent conversion configuration file with zoning configuration: Step 6: Confirm zoning configuration. (You can also remove dead or extra or unwanted areas from this file.) Step 7: Copy this zoning configuration onto the Cisco MDS
switch over CLI using the console or via an SSH/telnet connection via a managed port. Step 8: Give the final check to On cisco MDS switch. Step 9: The Cisco MDS switch is now ready to be produced as a san core switch in the grid. Important Notes: 1. Cisco Is a Windows-based immigrant area tool, supporting just over Windows 10 or
Windows 7, a 64-bit version. 2. The Windows work station where you run the script should have any pre-installed Python running on it. The program may give an error of run time or library if you find any Python installations. 3. Ensure that Brocade switch fabric running Brocade fabric os v7.x.x or later. 4. Cisco does not support domain-
based immigrant area or port-based conversion area. If any type of area member in the Brocade configuration are unknown, please change them manually before getting the output cfgshow. If the tool finds any domain or port-based zoning configuration in the cfgshow output, it will create a log file with error messages for members of the
domain and port-based area. 5. During the conversion process, you can choose advanced area mode or increase device aliase mode or both. This will help reduce the size of cargo as areas point out. San migration method best practices typically call for two fabrics for redundancy, as fabric A and fabric B are referred to in this document.
Several immigration options are available, but the two methods discussed here are the preferred options. Rip and replace rip approach and migration alternative is also called fabric-to-fabric alternative. The advantage of this option is that the migration process takes very little time to complete, and you avoid surgical capability challenges
while replacing third-party switches with cisco MDS 9000 family switch based on each fabric. With this option, fabric A hardware will be replaced while fabric B remains running, providing redundancy and reducing downtime. As a best practice, you should disable the host and target bus adapter host (HBAs) attached to fabric A before
migrating, to avoid any impact on applications. After the fabric A hardware is replaced and approved up and running, all host and target fittings are reenableded to fabric A. After confirming that the server-to-target operation is restored on fabric A, you repeat the same process on fabric B. Fabric B conversion can be changed in the same
window or changed in the window after it occurs at a later date, depending on the user's requirements. Figure 1 shows the migration process. Rip-and-replace migration method overview Migration steps using migration tool Original setup using FC switches not from Cisco Step 1. Download and execute the Cisco immigrant area from the
links provided early in this document. step 2 . Convert non-Cisco zoning configuration to Cisco NX-OS equivalent zoning configuration. Step three. Clean and confirm the configuration of newly converted zoning (remove dead or old or unnecessary) areas. Step Stage the new Cisco MDS switch in the sting area. Step 5. Connect the
management cables and consoles to configure the initial switch. step 6 . Upgrade (or downselick) the NX-os software as needed. step 7 . Copy the zoning configuration from the above step to the new switch(es). step 8 . Prepare switches (es) with new configurations by configuring unique parameters to switches, such as IPs management,
software upgrades, SNMP alerts, home call alerts, any related non-regional configurations, etc. step 9 . If there are multiple Cisco MDS switches (directors and/or fabric switches) in the fabric, do step 8, above, on all of them. step 10 . Copy the converted zoning configuration from step 3, above, to the original (core) MDS switch in fabric.
step 11 . Cisco MDS Switch (es) is now ready to be included in a production network. Install them on production shelves and connect hosts and targets to MDS switches. Migration of Fabric A to Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch Step 12. The main switch configures zoning across all other member fabric switches populating themselves. step
13 . Check that hosts and storage ports can sign in to cisco MDS's new switch (es) and the ports in VSAN are correct and part of the area and region set are correct. Also verify the app connection through both paths. step 14 . Repeat the above steps to migrate the path(s) from the second third-party switch fabric (es) to cisco MDS's new
switch (es) when everything comes up in the new fabric. Migration of Fabric B to Cisco MDS 9000 Family Final Configuration Switch SAN will look like the figure below: The final setup using the Cisco MDS 9000 Interoperate family switch with interoperate approach, more time is needed to complete the entire migration process. The
timeline can stretch from a few weeks to a few months, depending on the size of san infrastructure, hardware and compatibility software confirming all components in the fabric, etc. This way Cisco hardware integrates into san's third-party switch environment. Then, slowly, storage traffic is transferred to the Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch
one switch, one app, and the blade chassis at a time. Cisco MDS 9000 Sun Switch family can interfere with Brocade SAN switches and can offer scalability and similar capabilities. The migration process between the basic action shows the following steps of the basic process for international migration: the main setup using the FC nine
switches from Cisco Step 1. Connect Cisco's MDS switch to the Brocade switch on the fabric to the left (Fig 7 Phase 1). Complete the basic configuration as performed for the management port, PORT FC, VSANS, etc. Connect Inter Switch Link (ISL) between Cisco MDS San Switch and Brocade Switch. Now turn on the appropriate
interoperate mode on the selected VSAN and Redistribution of zoning information from Brocade switch to Cisco MDS San Switch. step 2 . Once the configuration transfer is complete, connect cisco MDS's new switch to the existing storage array and servers and start moving production traffic through it. At this point, both brocade switches
and Cisco SAN pass production traffic parallelly (Fig 7 Phase 2). Start the migration phase between surgeries 3. After the Cisco MDS 9000 family switch operation has been confirmed, move the remaining connections of the Brocade SAN switch to cisco MDS switch (Phase 2). Step 4. At this point the Brocade SAN switch is ready to retire.
take him offline . Step 5. Repeat steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 to replace the Fabric-B SAN switch with a Cisco MDS switch, and then take the Brocade SAN switch offline (Fig 8, Phase 3 and Phase 4). Second fabric migration using the final launch of international migration using Cisco MDS 9000 family switch advantages and disadvantages of the
migration process between international migration procedure surgery has several advantages and disadvantages, as described below. ● The advantages of cisco MDS 9000 family switch are immediately integrated into the existing SUN. Both VSANs that are compatible with Cisco MDS 9000 families and VSANs that are not compatible
can be used simultaneously in the same fabric with third-party switches. Steering between VSAN (IVR) can be used in Cisco MDS 9000 family switches to reduce the risks of fabric integration. No downtime is required to connect cisco MDS 9000 family switch to fabric. You can migrate at your own pace. ● Disadvantages ● Multi-vendoor
switches interacting in the same fabric can result in unknown issues. 3. Firmware upgrades and downse off on third-party switches may be required to allow functionality. 1. Storage ports can be used by multiple hosts and applications, so moving a storage port may affect multiple storage ports, applications, and hosts (the status known as
a spider web). If you are connecting Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®) server to switch Brocade without VSAN, Cisco UCS San specs need to be updated with Cisco MDS 9000 family default VSAN. This update on the Cisco UCS side is undisposing. The rule of changing or changing the inter-air mode will interrupt VSAN
traffic where the illustrative phone or interoperate mode is configured. Small VSAN for interoperate mode includes only ISLs in conjunction with the preferred IVR. Once the transfer is complete, remove the isl interoperate and remove vsan interoperate. In certain international modes, Cisco and Brocade may not support some features,
such as port zoning, jog, QuickLoop, fabric assistance, etc. - as best practice, this mode should be used temporarily during migration Window only. Action and Optimization: An ongoing cycle after the migration process is complete, take the following steps to verify that migration was successful: ● Implementation of Cisco DCNM SAN two
host redundancy route review reports in order to verify that all hosts and storage devices have redundant routes. ● Check the performance level of the program and server for track redundancy in order to verify that defined and expected SLAs to meet. ● Use new SAN configurations so that they are available in case of failure. ● Regular
switch settings to protect against unexpected disconnection. You can run a script at a scheduled time to get the configurations back to a secure FTP server (SFTP), or you can use Cisco DCNM to support configurations in the Cisco DCNM database. Once the transmission is complete, we need to keep the network optimized and run it
efficiently. Cisco DCNM for San has features that can help optimize the network. Cisco DCNM's tapology discovery is an inherent feature of Cisco DCNM for SAN to accurately portray current topology and connected fabric device mode. This tapology discovery also features end-of-storage maps and host devices and older switches
discovered in fabrics - a very handy capability during migration. Table 4 lists some Cisco DCNM for SAN software features available to help you optimize and operate new fabrics. Table 4.           Cisco DCNM for San Features Feature Description San Analytics Solution San provides insight into your fabric by allowing you to monitor,
analyze, identify, and troubleshoot performance issues. Slowdrain Monitoring Template Monitoring Slowdrain can help detect, troubleshoot, and automatically recover from slowdrain status. Monitoring ports use monitoring ports, we can configure different counters in the port to monitor them for any unexpected behavioral issues.
Configuring the template using Cisco DCNM's web client, you can monitor cisco MDS 9000 families and Cisco Nexus® family switch events, performance, and inventory, and perform minor administrative tasks. Common Network and San Discover discovered Cisco® LAN and SAN devices from a single interface. The dashboard summary
receives information about data center switches, SAN selections and LAN switches, or a group of LAN and SAN switches to see their current status, licensing details, host topology and events, and topology of storage devices and events. SAN discovery and topology mapping Cisco DCNM for SAN provides extensive SAN discovery,
topology mapping, and information viewing capabilities. It collects information about fabric topology through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) query to switches attached to it. Cisco DCNM for San re-creates a fabric topology, delivers it on a customizable map, and provides inventory and configuration information Multiple
viewing options. Inventory management of information frames in Cisco DCNM for SAN shows inventory, configuration, and status information for all switches, links, and hosts in fabrics. Inventory management information includes vendor names and models and software and operating system versions. Select a cloth or VSAN from the
Logical Domains pane, and then select the Summary tab in the Info pane to get the number of VSANS, switches, hosts, and storage elements in the fabric. Sun HealthCare Consultant Sun Is a healthcare consultant tool to monitor performance and collect statistics. You can perform the following tasks with this tool: ● Run performance
monitor to collect I/O statistics ● Collect fabric inventory (switches and other devices) ● Create a graphical layout of fabric tapology ● Create reports of error conditions and statistical limitations of data, precautions, and approvals during migration, be sure to note the following: ● In most cases, brocade switches require the entire switch to
be taken offline after changing the domain ID. For example, after changing domain-related configurations, you need to #switchdisable, which takes the switch offline. ● In most cases, enabling interso surgery mode on Brocade switches running Brocade Fabric Firmware (FOS) release 6.0 requires #switchdisable, which also requires that
you switch offline. ● The Brocade Virtual Fabrics feature requires an external router for the most part, but in some cases the base switch can be used to route between virtual fabrics as well as the trunk of several virtual fabrics on ISLs. With the Cisco MDS 9000 San Switch, there is no need for such and the iVR can be run on your MDS
switch. ● You must choose a main switch to assign domain ID to all switches in the fabric to avoid any duplicates. During the fabric integration process, if there is a duplicate range ID, the main switch assigns a new domain ID to one of the duplicate switches available in the fabric. The recommended approach is to use a nuclear switch as
the main switch. ● If you are migrating from an AIX or HP-UX network, maintain the domain ID available on the Cisco MDS 9000 VSAN family; otherwise, the process is disrupting because these hosts write fibre channel ID (FCID) on the disk. So in some scenarios it may be a torn migration and an alternative to the best solution. ●
Modifying the domain ID may be disrupting for all the devices on that switch, but not to the remaining switches in the fabric. To avoid such a disruption, the domain ID must be statically configured with the same amount of time-running domain ID. ● All fiber channel timers must be set to default values before actual migration begins to avoid
any disconnection and conflict later. ● If possible, always The device's alias are enhanced to limit any change in the device's nickname to the Global Name Port (pWWN) mapping. ● During the release of the collection area using the Migration Area Tool (Cisco Immigrant District), you must address all the conflicts manually. ● It's always
best to use a grain switch - the same switch every time - preferably a core switch, during zoning configuration. ● Zoning changes in interso surgery modes cannot be activated from a brocade switch. As a work way, use cisco MDS 9000 Family switches to enable zoning changes. If network address translation (NAT) is enabled, brocade
switches cannot see IVR-enabled devices. Cisco MDS 9000 is the world's family advantage of storage networks, Cisco MDS 9000 series of multilayer managers and fabric switches make simplicity, flexibility, agility, and performance, providing the high availability and redundancy needed to access the right data at the right time from the
right place, independent of the protocols used. Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch has fibre channel interface, FCoE, and Gigabit Ethernet to support multiple protocols on the same switch. Fiber channel port supports fibre channel and FICON protocol; FCoE interfaces run FCoE and Gigabit Ethernet traffic for FCIP and small computer
system interfaces on IP (iSCSI) traffic. All of the 16-Gbps and 32-Gbps MDS 9000 series switch supportS NVMe/FC across fabrics using any NX-8.x release firmware. Some of the unique features supported by the 32-Gbps MDS 9700 module and 32-Gbps MDS fabric switch are: ● Future Ready: Cisco MDS 9700 Chassis Series is ready
to support next-generation 64G Speed FC. ● Sun Analytics: Built-in for always-on presentation, unique industry, deep closed visibility for scsi streaming and NVMe ● Security: Anti-fake and secure boot support make sure you use Cisco's real hardware with real Cisco software. ● Interfering capability: Easy integration and interfering
capability with cisco legacy MDS 9000 series multilayer switches (e.g., Cisco MDS 9500 series multilayered managers). ● Flexibility: Can support 2/4/8/10/16/32G FC speeds on a single chassis using 16-Gbps and 32-Gbps modules. Below provides a quick overview of cisco MDS 9000 family product portfolio. Cisco MDS 9700 Series
Multilayer Directors Cisco MDS 9700 Series Multilayer Managers provide superior performance, fault-bearing design, and multiprotectol flexibility support with non-stop operation. Cisco MDS manager switches are NVMe ready with SAN Analytics support. The platform has three different models: MDS 9706, MDS 9710, and MDS 9718.
MDS 9706 can support up to 24Tbps bandwidth using 192 ports @ 2/4/8/10/16/32G FC line speed rate. MDS 9710 can support 384 ports in line rate 32G performance and support up to 24Tbps, and MDS 9718 can support To 768 ports to deliver 48Tbps of power, with a speed of 32G rate line. Cisco MDS 9700 Switch also supports fully
integrated San Analysis for SCSI and NVMe over fabric (NVMeoF) flow using dedicated network cpu analysis in 32G module or 32G fabric switch. Using Fabric-3 and Supervisor-4 modules, the MDS 9700 chassis is now ready to support the next generation performance of 64G FC at the line rate. Smart network services such as QoS,
Smart Zoning, Security, and Management are some of the other standard key features supported across director Cisco MDS 9700 switches. Cisco MDS 9700 Chassis has five different modules (line card) Choose from: ● 48 ports 32- Gbps Fiber Channel Switching Module ● 48 Port 16-1Gbps Fiber Channel Switching Module ● 24/10 Port
Sun Format Module ● 48 Ports 10- Gbps Fiber Channel Over Ethernet (FCoE) Module ● 40 - Gbps 24 Port Fiber Channel Over Ethernet (FCoE) Cisco Module MDS 9396T 32- Gbps 96 Fiber Fabric Fabric Channel Switch Cisco MDS 9396T 32-Gbps 96-Port 2-Rack Unit Fibre Channel Switch provides state-of-art SAN Analytics and
telemetry capability built into its next-generation Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) platform. Non-Volatile Memory Expression (NVMe) Ready Switch allows seamless transmission to fiber channel non-volatile Express memory (NVMe/FC) workload whenever available without any hardware upgrades in SAN. This 96-port high
density, highly reliable and scalable, enterprise class switch is ideal for the medium to large SANs division. Cisco MDS 9148T 32-Gbps 48 Port Fiber Channel Switch Cisco MDS 9148T 32-Gbps 48 Port 1 Shelf Fiber Channel Switch provides state-of-the-art San analysis and telemetry capability built into its next generation special
integrated circuit program (ASIC) platform. Non-Volatile Memory Expression (NVMe) Ready Switch allows seamless transmission to fiber channel non-volatile Express memory (NVMe/FC) workload whenever available without any hardware upgrades in SAN. It switches the power of small, midsize, and large companies that quickly deploy
cloud-scale applications using highly congested virtual servers, providing greater bandwidth benefits, scale, and consolidation. Cisco MDS 9132T 32-Gbps 32 Port Fiber Channel Switch Cisco MDS 9132T 32-Gbps 32 Port Fiber Switch Channel provides high-speed fiber channel connection from server shelf to SAN core. It powers small,
midsize, and large companies that quickly deploy cloud-scale applications using highly congested virtual servers, providing dual benefits of greater bandwidth and consolidation. Small-scale SUN architecture can be made of foundation using this low-cost, low-power, nonblocking, rate line, and low-unseen, two-part-airflow capable, fixed
independent San Switch Both the storage port and the host. Medium size to large-scale SUN architecture built with SAN core managers can extend the 32-Gbps connection to the server shelf using these switches either in switch mode or network virtualization port (NPV) mode. Cisco MDS 9396S 16G Multilayer Fabric Switch Cisco MDS
9396S 16G 96 Port Fiber Channel Switch Fabric. It combines performance with exceptional flexibility and cost effectiveness. This compact, 2-unit rack (2RU) scale switches from 48 to 96 line rate 16-Gbps fiber channel ports. Cisco MDS 9396S is ideal for independent SAN in large departmental storage environments or as the middle-
row/top of the rack switch in medium redundant fabrics or as an edge switch in the enterprise data center of the San edge core. Cisco MDS 9148S 16G Multilayer Fabric Switch Cisco MDS 9148S 16G 48 Port Fiber Channel Switch Fabric is in 1RU form. It combines performance with flexibility and cost effectiveness. It has a single rack
(1RU) scale switch from 12 to 48 line rate 16 Gbps fiber channel ports. This switch can act as an independent switch in small departmental storage environments or a high switch of racks in medium redundant fabrics or edge switches in enterprise data center core edge topologies. Cisco MDS 9250i Multi Service Fabric Switch Cisco MDS
9250i Multi-Service Switch Fabric provides superior flexibility for SAN connectivity by providing multiprotect convergence and distribution of fabric services along with 50 fixed ports in a compact form agent. It has 40 fiber channel ports with a line rate of 16 GB, eight 10 GB FCoE ports with Ethernet capability, and two 10 Gbps IP storage
ports (FCIP). It supports remote SAN extensions with high-performance FCIP for remote replication and other disaster recovery services along with smart fabric services, such as Cisco I/O Accelerator and Cisco Digital Media Manager. Conclusions of migration from San Brocade to Cisco San require planning and risk analysis. This
process can be relatively easy, however, with proper planning and if defined appropriate procedures. Cisco MDS 9000 San Switch family offers many features and design functions that facilitate SAN migration between different vendors: e.g., iVR and interoperate mode. Cisco's international mode by IVR helps you migrate SAN and
reduces the scope of failure of functionality during the migration process. Cisco DCNM for San GUI Management Tool can easily switch brocade san migration settings. Cisco DCNM for SAN has built-in tools to help this type of migration and help integrate fabrics according to defined rules. In addition, Cisco has always supported
interoperate mode to easily integrate with competitors' products such as Brocade switches and McData SAN. Cisco can evaluate additional resources such as Cisco's advanced services through its Cisco account team for more detailed analysis, Run. For more information Cisco MDS 9700 Series: ● Cisco MDS Series 9000 Quick
Reference Guide Switch ● Cisco MDS 9700 datasheets ● Compare MDS 9700 Series Multilayer Director Switch ● In -a-glance documents ● White papers Cisco MDS 9000 Family hardware installation guides: ● Site preparation checklist ● Hardware installation guides ● Cisco MDS 9700 Installation Guides Important Cisco MDS 9000
Family guides ● Connectable Matrix for Cisco Nexus and Cisco MDS 9000 Family Products ● Cisco MDS 9000 Family Connectable Transceiver Data Sheet ● Cisco Data Center Partnership Matrix Support ● Cisco MDS 9000 NX - Platforms Software Release Notes Appendix: Concepts of Virtual Fabric Technology, LSAN, and VSAN
Brocade Virtual Fabrics : Brocade virtual fabrics feature enhanced proven security and fault isolation features of Brocade fabric platforms, enabling organizations to create logical groups of separate managed devices, ports and switches inside a physical sun. Virtual fabrics and fabric zoning have complementary relationships. Physical
ports or global names (WWNs) are assigned to virtual fabrics, and then regions within virtual fabric are configured. Virtual fabrics may change, for example, when ports are required or management boundaries change. When the Brocade Virtual Fabrics feature is enabled, the functionality of some features such as office domains and port
mirroring is reduced. Virtual brocade fabrics are limiting in their capabilities compared to Cisco VSANs, which offer greater flexibility and scalability. Virtual fabrics partition physical infrastructure. Brocade's virtual fabric feature is available on 8-Gbps products that support it, such as The Brocade DCX Spine, Brocade DCX-4S Spine, and
Brocade 5300 and Brocade 5100 Switch. Brocade office domains: Office domain is a logical grouping of fabric elements that define switches, ports, and devices that you can view and change. Administrative domains of the administration divide a cloth into logical groups and assign these groups to different user accounts so that these
accounts are limited to managing only the administrative domains assigned to them. You can configure up to 256 administrative domains in one cloth (254 defined users, 2 defined systems), numbering from 0 to 255. Each administrative domain is determined by a name and a number. Brocade Logical SAN (LSAN): LSAN Brocade
consists of areas in two or more edges or spinal fabrics that contain similar devices. LSANs basically provide a selective device connection between fabrics without forcing you to integrate that fabric. Fiber channel routers provide multiple mechanisms for managing inter-fabric device connection via extensions to Switch management
interfaces. Cisco Virtual Sun (VSAN): Cisco pioneered logical fabric separation by introducing VSANs in the first Cisco MDS 9000 family products, introduced in 2002. A Cisco VSAN is a logical fabric in single or multiple switches built on a physical infrastructure to form a single fabric. Each VSAN has its own services, security, and other
parameters, providing isolation from any problems at that VSAN border only, though VSANs share the same physical switch and hardware. VSANs can also share frame labeling for common ISLs. VSANs also supports FICON. A few VSANs can be defined on a switch. To separate VSANs, you must assign each unique domain ID. VSAN
can only span 239 physical switches, and you can create up to 256 VSANs in one switch. Multiprotectional SANs can use fiber channels with FCoE across Cisco Nexus switching platforms (Cisco Nexus 9000, 7000, and 5000 series switches) along with Cisco UCS fabric connecting to span platforms easily. Up to 256 VSANs can be
configured on a switch. Of these, one defaults VSAN (VSAN 1), and the other separates VSAN (VSAN 4094). VSAN IDs specified by the user is from 2 to 4093. Brocade virtual fabrics and LSAN configuration can be migrated to cisco VSAN configuration to provide greater scalability, performance, and functionality. Cisco VSANs are
supported throughout the entire Cisco MDS 9000 family and Cisco Nexus 7000 and 5000 series switches. Table 5 provides additional information about Brocade and Cisco VSANs virtual fabrics. Table 5.           Cisco VSANs and Brocade Virtual Fabrics Features Cisco VSANs Brocade Virtual Fabrics Virtual Fabric Support Cisco MDS
9000 Family Brocade DCX, 5300, 5100, DCX 8510, and 6500 operating systems only have the maximum number of virtual fabrics Brocade and Cisco VSANs per switch all platforms: 256 Brocade DCX and DCX 8510-8 labeling frames for common ISLs Yes Yes , competent* FICON support yes , with qualifications Isolation of virtual
fabrics Yes No Default virtual fabrics Yes No Feature limitations (after enabling virtual fabrics and VSAN support) No Yes Routing between virtual fabrics Yes yes, with qualifications Some VSANs are reserved for specific purpose. Cisco VSANs supports the default Brocade virtual fabric and isolation of brocade virtual fabrics as well. * Not
supported with FICON, virtual fabric paths, McData Interoperate, Inter Chassis Link (ICL) ports, fiber channel edge switch routers, or Gigabit Ethernet FCIP ports, and can only be used between base switches. The following features have limited or unsymed support when the virtual fabric feature is enabled: office domain (not supported),
encryption (supported only in the default logical switch), port mirroring (not supported), and traffic isolation zoning (not supported). Need to use Ports, small form pluggables operating (SFPs), and cables between virtual fabrics and base switches. It also requires using a card line port (four per connection) for the route between virtual
fabrics (8-Gbps bandwidth); Note: For the only virtual fabric migration from Brocade, it's easy to migrate to the default Cisco VSAN (VSAN 1). By default VSAN only requires a simple port to have a mapping port between the two fabrics, though the use of VSAN 1 for production traffic is not the best practice. If the existing fabric has multiple
Brocade virtual fabrics, you have to create a few Cisco VSANs to match different groups of virtual fabrics. The steering between VSAN and Cisco's virtual fabric steering defines the IVR to control and allow VSAN traffic within its scope and to determine its security and traffic policies. This approach enables easy vsan management without
disruption of other VSAN traffic. Devices in different VSANs communicate through a super-suite area called the IVR area suite. Only devices in the IVR area suite can see across VSAN borders. IVR offers an extension of VSAN technology to provide VSAN cross-connection without having to integrate virtual track fabrics. This approach is
given to avoid disseminating irrelevant or potentially disrupting fabric incidents beyond VSAN boundaries. Using iVR, you can expand connectivity across VSAN boundaries and share a common storage source among multiple VSANs, without risk of destabilizing fabrics. IVR supports setup between all vsan intersostring modes. IVR
switches change the fiber channel header for all communications between end devices, including VSAN number and SOURCE and DESTINATION FCIDs. Cisco IVR can be easily managed with less overhead. IVR is mainly used in situations where problems with interfering are caused. Device aliases are user-friendly names given to
pWWNs. These aliases use one-on-one mappings for pWWNs and were developed to easily identify devices within the switch. They are used for purposes such as zoning and QoS. There are two types of device aliases: standard and enhanced. With standard aliases, the information is transferred to the switch, which replaces WWN with
the device's nickname and then moves it to the app or service that is used. With enhanced mode, applications accept device aliases in their native format, rather than extending the nickname to pWWN. Since applications such as IVR area servers and Dynamic Port VSAN Membership (DPVM) automatically track and run the device aka
membership changes, you have a point of change. Fibrous channel aliases are used to link one or more pWWNs with a user-friendly name. They are also vsan special; Therefore, if That has moved from one VSAN to another, a new fibre channel nickname is required in the new VSAN. Fiber channel aliases are set to complete the set
area by activating the release set area (assuming the distribution of the set area). Fibre channel aliases are only advertised as part of the full database, in case the full database release is allowed in that particular state. Table 6 summarizes the differences between fiber channel aliases and device aliases. Table 6.           Fibre Channel
Aliases and Aliases Fiber Channel Comparison Device aka the device used for zoning only multifunctional (port security, IVR, zoning, etc.) can include multiple pWWNs can be used only one pWWN configured in vsan not vsan specific mainly used in multifunctional environments mainly if Cisco MDS 9000 family fabrics are only distributed
through the full ad set area through services. Cisco fabric is the primary use of device aliases and fiber channel aliases summarized below: ● IVR zoning is easier to do on Cisco DCNM when using device aliases. ● Fibre channel aliases can only use regions and region collections. The device's nickname can be used with any service that
uses Cisco fabric services. ● Fibre channel aliases align with some third-party fiber channel switches. ● In fibre channel aliases, the full area set is distributed, so they are available on all switches in the fabric. ● Device-specific aliases are not VSAN. After creating the device's nickname, it applies to pWWN regardless of VSAN, while the
fibre channel nickname, the different nicknames need to be defined for each VSAN. ● Device aliases are automatically distributed to other Cisco switches attached to the fabric. ● Troubleshooting is easier when using device aliases. After assigning the device's nickname to a pWWN, whenever the pWWN is displayed, the device's
nickname will also be displayed. For example, CLI commands such as show flogi database and show fcns database will display pWWN along with the associated device alias. Continuous Fibre Channel IDs Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch Cache assigns FCIDs for each pWWN in the default escape memory. In case of any software or
hardware failures, these assignments can be taken away. The use of FCIDs continuously changes this behavior so that dedicated FCIDs and FCID-pWWN mapping are stored in unreal memory. Some traditional operating systems such as HP-UX and AIX use the FCID SAN device mapped to the storage device's SCSI target number to
determine the logical unit number and OS storage mapping. Changing FCID requires the server administrator to rebuild any LUN on each server. Continuous FCIDs can map the FCID of the storage device as the target number of SCSI, so that these devices receive the same FCID every time they do the fabric entry (FLOGI) to You may
want to enable this feature less as a security precaution than as a way to achieve flexibility and availability in case of migration. The FCID shelf-life feature is enabled by default on all Cisco MDS 9000 Family switches. Domain IDs are part of FCID. Each VSAN has its own unique domain ID on each interconnected switch. When the
domain ID changes, the switch itself will need to re-register with the original switch in the fabric to check the uniqueness of the domain ID. As a result, all devices connected to the switch will need to re-enter the switch, which can be disrupting. Therefore, the use of non-overlapping static domain ID is preferable, to avoid any disruption to
fabric events during migration. Treatments are very important for many purposes. For a fibrous channel environment, timers can determine when to consider packages in transit, and can define different error detection conditions, etc. Default values for these timmers usually don't need to be changed, but when merging fabrics from different
vendors, you need to be sure that they are set equally in both fabrics. All timers must be the same on all switches because these values are exchanged by electronic ports when an ISL is created. They should be left in the default settings on all Brocade switches to make sure the transition is smooth. All Cisco switches have the same timer
settings unless manually modified. Treatments are also important parameters for interstric state transfer. Some time parameters with value time allocation resources (R_A_TOV), error detecting the value of the time out (E_D_TOV), distribution of services worth the time out (D_S_TOV), the stability of the fabric worth the time out
(F_S_TOV), and the time transmitter receiver of the value (R_T_TOV). Fabric is the shortest first track and Brocade dynamic load sharing Brocade dynamic load sharing (DLS) is an exchange-based route. Cisco uses Fabric Shortest Path First (FSPF) to calculate the dynamic of paths through a fabric by creating the shortest and fastest
route between both switches. It supports multi-track paths based on the government link protocol and domain ID. Cisco MDS 9000 family switches use default src-id, dst-id, and ox-id values (or src-id and dst-id values, if this is configured) to load balance across multiple ISLs, while brocade switches use their default src-id and dst-id
values. Inter-Switch Link and Inter-Chassis Link Cisco ISLs can be configured between any Cisco MDS 9000 Family switches and line cards. Brocade ICLs use the same Cisco Extended ISLs (EISLs) algorithm, but links can only be used between generational switches such as brocade DCX and not with any other model or brand. Brocade
ICLs also need to go through the same integrated circuit-specific program (ASIC) behind the Brocade CR module, which That the ports used by ICLs should come from the same ASIC at the back end. PortChannel and Trunking A PortChannel is a aggregation of FC/FCoE/FCIP links to a single logical link to provide a single fault-bearing,
high bandwidth link. PortChannel can include all fiber channels, fiber channels over Ethernet (FCoE), or fiber channels over IP (FCIP) ports between the two chassis. Brookade uses the term jog, and Cisco uses the term PortChannel to describe the congregation of several ISLs to a single logical ISL technology. Cisco port channel
technology is supported between different line cards, different ASICs, and different port groups. Cisco MDS 9000 family switch supports up to 16 ISLs per PortChannel and 16 parallel channel ports between chassis, depending on the switch model. Brocade supports up to 8 ISLs of the same ASIC in the module, which can be combined
into a logical ISL. Trunking and PortChannels are not supported between switches from two different vendors. However, some vendors can continue to use trunking and PortChannels between their switches while in inter-interference mode. This feature can be disabled based on any port or any switch and can only continue to work if it is
expected only if permitted by the vendor's workability mode. VSAN Trunk VSAN is a multi-trunk VSANs using isl only or group ISLs and converts to EISL using VSAN header information. This feature enables a common group of ISLs to be used as a pool to connect between switches for multiple fabrics. It uses the industry's standard
virtual labeling fabric (VFT) extensive header to provide traffic breakdown across common trunk ISLs. VSAN's initial trunk benefit is that it consolidates and reduces the number of distinctive ISLs required between switches. For organizations that have multiple fabrics between data centers, vsan jog enables a common pool of ISLs to be
used and reduces the number of individual ISLs. This approach typically leads to significant cost savings through reductions in the dense number of split wavelengths of multiple blinking (DWDM) transponders or dark fiber pairs, allowing reasonably separate VSAN fabrics between sites via VSAN pruning. Not all VSANs have to go through
the trunk ISL. In addition, individual fabrics often have very different load profiles, and grouping them together can lead to higher overall power. VSAN jog also allows a more controlled environment where priority can be given to certain traffic or devices, and the QoS policy can be applied to providing guaranteed bandwidth allocations for
certain devices or VSANs. Zoning zones helps you define security and provide control over communications between multiple storage devices and user groups. areas can be created by the administrator to increase security to help prevent data loss through corruption or Zoning is implemented by looking at the source and destination ID
fields. An area consists of several members of the region who can access each other. One device can belong to several regions, and the size of the area can vary. By default, all members are in the default area unless they are part of some other active area. Regions can be part of numerous area complexes. The default area policy for
Cisco MDS 9000 family set area switch denial of communication between devices. The behavior of the default area of permission or denial (all nodes are isolated when not explicitly placed in a region) may change. The default area parameter is limited to the switch where it is configured, and it will not be released to other switches. Denial
of settings is recommended to help secure the environment. While configuring regions, a region with a single initiator and a single target provides the most efficient use of switch resources. The region's collection area consists of one or more individual areas. A single area can be part of multi-regional complexes. There are two types of
regions: active and local. Active area sets define regional rules for the implementation of zoning security. This type of region set cannot be changed and is distributed to all switches in VSAN. There can only be one set of active regions. The local area suite includes a complete area database suite for that switch. It is then possible to enable
this area set to be converted to active area set. A VSAN can have several local area collections. Membership zoning in the region can be implemented in two ways: through hard zoning and soft zoning. Hard zoning with hardware runs each switch for each frame. As soon as a frame is switched on, source and destination IDs are
compared to ACL combinations to allow or deny the frame. Hard zoning can be applied to all zoning forms. Hard zoning is also safer than soft zoning as it is applied to help prevent unauthorized access to each frame. Soft zoning only applies for the duration of interaction between the name server and the end device. If an FCID end device
recognizes a device outside its area, it can easily access it. A switch can be configured with a set of pre-configured regions, with area membership based on the port to which a device is connected (hard zoning). If other proprietary zoning methods (physical port numbers) are removed, regions may be limited to pWWN. Not all vendors can
support the same number of areas. Determine the lowest common determinant with Brocade and limit the fabric to values in Table 7. table 7 .           Types of regions in the functionality mode of cisco MDS 9000 family type area compatible with pWWN functionality modes all FCID mode non-functionality only pWWN functionality mode non-
operatable only fiber channel alias all domain and port modes functionality traditional switch 2, 3, and 4 symbolic node name mode inexcusability only interface and non-WWN switch non-interference mode The collection and release area database A is the database set area and the active area set are two separate entities. The Collection
Area Database is a local database on each switch that includes all region collections, regions, and area member information, while each VSAN in Fabric has an active area entity a unit set derived from the area database set from the local switch. This active area suite is distributed to all switches in fabric after activation and remains
consistent throughout all switches in fabric, while the database set area is a local entity and it is not necessary to homogenize in fabrics. The set area database is not the same on all switches, which can lead to problems. Multiple switches can be used to configure zoning information at different times, but after activating only the local
switch the database set area is run by the fabric. This behavior can be disrupting if proper attention is not paid to the zoning methodology, and that's why some switch vendors recommend using a grain switch for all zoning configurations. Using a seed switch can definitely reduce this problem; However, the Cisco MDS 9000 Family Switch
also offers two commands: ● EXEC level zoneset distribution command distribution area area sets it switch to the entire fabric after activation. ● Configure zoneset level distribution command distribution area set it switches upon activation of the set area. Using the level area of the command distribution configuration on all switches in the
fabric is highly recommended. Once this command is activated, all switches in the fabric will have a database compatible with the set area in the active entity of the collection area. Using the Advanced Zoning feature, the administrator performs all configurations in a single configuration session on the switch in the fabric. When you start a
session and start configuring zoning, the switch locks the entire fabric to implement the change. Note: CISCO DCNM for SAN GUI tool always uses the original switch as seed switch for all zoning configurations. Settings.
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